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Power Skills

A MASTERCLASS FOR WOMEN  
IN BODY LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION
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introduction
For the last 30 years I have worked with 
thousands of women from all walks of 
life: academics, students, entrepreneurs, 
leaders of non-profit organizations, 
scientists, politicians, entertainers and 
CEOs. My role as their coach has been to 
help them communicate the best version 
of themselves. They gained traction in 
high-stakes situations where succeeding 
or failing had a high professional or 
personal impact. The truth is, no matter 
how many billions of dollars are at stake, 
how great or important an idea, or even 
how famous or clever a person may 
be, their success largely boils down to 
whether they communicate persuasively 
with others. 

Men have outnumbered women three 
to one among my clients, not because 
the men necessarily needed more help, 
but because more of them had the 
high rofile obs  the access and the 
means required to hire a person like me. 
Interestingly, the women I have worked 
with have represented a more diverse 
group – a more integral blend of different 
races, identities, ethnicities, religions and 

nationalities and belonged to a broader 
range of socioeconomic groups. 

I write this book because I feel 
passionately that now is ‘prime-time’ for 
women to step fully into their power. By 
prime-time, I mean that women have 
begun to overhaul the concept of what 
power means with a subtle but profound 
reordering of traditional definitions and 
structures. We wield power without 
a suit and tie or a high rofile ob  
We focus less on title and career, and 
more on responsibility to ourselves, 
our family, work, community and the 
world. We are both equal opportunity 
employers and self-employers. 

By power, I mean a power without 
reference to gender, where we, as 
women, are embraced by ourselves 
and others as competent, effective and 
impactful. As women, our focus is more 
on self-mastery and self-esteem rather 
than title and status. As the feminist 
scholar Carolyn Heilbrun said, ‘Power 
is the ability to take one’s place in 
whatever discourse is essential to action 
and the right to have one’s part matter.’
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I believe our minds and spirits are in 

place but I observe that our bodies often 

defy us. We still struggle with our body 

language, communicating something 

different from what we intend or wish, 

particularly when we are stressed. 

For all people, gender norms and 

behaviours are culturally formed and 

reinforced. It’s no surprise to any person 

reading this book who gender identifies 
as a woman that there are behavioural 

and attitudinal norms and assumptions 

that ha e a strong in uence in sha ing 
their lives. Some of these are inspiring, 

but many are debilitating. 

At birth, most of our movements are 

instinctive; we experience hunger or 

fear and we respond by crying. As we 

grow, our movements gradually become 

more active, more intentional. As the 

mind develops, it begins to program 

the functioning of brain and body. In 

learning how to walk, talk, play and 

relate to other people and through 

repetition, we are gradually patterned 

to o e re e i el  and unconsciousl  
This process is the beginning of our 

conditioning, whether we like it or not. 

How we walk, talk, respond and behave 

is informed by the people who raised 

and in uenced us

As we continue to grow, even 

beyond childhood, we continue to be 

conditioned by our neuromuscular 

system and socialization. While these 

patterns that we develop may not always 

serve us, we function every day not really 

thinking about them and continue to 

reinforce them. Because these patterns 

are repeated and reinforced, it creates 

limitations and imbalances in our bodies. 

Most of us are not very aware of 

the repetitive nature of our actions, 

both mental and physical. In this book, 

I will be encouraging you to take steps 

to develop your awareness in order to 

begin the process of breaking the cycles. 

Self-awareness is the key to any process 

of transformation. 

This lifetime of shaping creates many 

of our body language habits. Whether the 

shaping serves us or not, we often remain 

unaware of it from day to day. With 

greater self-awareness, we can begin 

the journey of breaking the unconscious 

patterns of behaviour that don’t serve us. 

I want this book to be your go-to 

body language resource and toolbox 

that you can call on when you need it 

most. I hope you enjoy the illustrations 

as much as I do, as they reinforce 

important insights and learnings.
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The first cha ter on co unication 
st les is about i ro ing our owers 
of obser ation  both ourself and 
others  and  articularl  how our 
co unication st le infor s our bod  
language   the end of the section  
ou will be able to readil  identif  our 

own co unication strengths and 
ulnerabilities  as well as those of other 
eo le  ou should also ha e a clearer 

idea about how to res ond to other 
eo le in a wa  that will hel  ou to 

achie e better outco es  
ha ters   and  contain a toolbo  

of techni ues designed to increase our 
awareness of  and co fort with  our 
own bod  language  The  will introduce 
ou to foundational beha iours  that 
ou can integrate into our o e ent  

gestures  osture  e e contact  facial 
e ressions and oice   foundational 
beha iour is a h sical action that 

ro ides a wa  to understand inter la  
between our conscious and unconscious 
choices  t will hel  ou easil  settle into 
a ore natural  authentic h sical self  

s a result of choosing foundational 
beha iours  ou will begin to feel 
differentl  in the o ent and ou 
will notice the res onses ou get fro  
others will begin to change   the end 

of this section ou ll be able to introduce 
subtle et rofound changes into our 
e er da  bod  language

The last two cha ters about anaging 
confrontation and culti ating resence 
are areas of ractice that offer the 
greatest o ortunit  for wo en to 
transfor  the sel es  t is in these 
two areas where  a  ost often asked 
for assistance  hile both anaging 
confrontation and culti ating resence 
re uire si ilar grit fro  ou so that ou 
beco e co fortable with the  the  are 
different ani als  hich would ou rather 
ta e  a tiger or a bull ele hant  ow 
about both   the end of this section ou 
will understand ore about the nature of 
these two areas of transfor ation and be 
able to utili e techni ues right awa  in a 
range of situations

The insights offered in this book 
will ake it easier for ou to choose 
bod  language that creates the outward 
e ression of confidence and  at the 
sa e ti e  the internal feeling of ease 
and cal  er ti e and with ractice  
these beha iours will liberate ou fro  
the effects of our conditioning  The  
will hel  ou to regain ore control 
o er  and co fort with  how ou 
co unicate through bod  language  



What I have discovered 
is that if women can 
bring awareness to 

their physical presence 
and their bodies, it 
can dramatically 

shift and transform 
the effectiveness 
with which they 

communicate, 
persuade and  

influence others.


